
 

Criminology 

Please complete one line from the task list below. All students must complete the middle 

task as part of their line: 
Biological theories, research these 
theories, be ready to share your 
ideas: 

- Lombrosso Born Criminal  
- Sheldon somatypes   
- Jacobs XYY genes 

Research Freud’s psychodynamic 
theory- 

- ID 
- Ego 
- Super Ego 

Explain how these relate to 
criminality  

RESEARCH TASK- 
Find a current crime case in the 
news, create a report summarising 
the main points and findings  

What is moral panic? 
 
What events in history has 
demonstrated moral panic?  
 
What effect does this have on the 
public?  

Research the following to answer 
the question ‘What is Crime and 
Deviance?’ :  
1. Norms and Values – what is a 
moral code?  
2. Defining deviance - What are 
common sanctions against 
deviance?  
3. Defining Criminal Behaviour—
What is the legal vs social definition 
of crime?  
4. Acts that are labelled as criminal 
— can your comments on the 
seriousness of offences, and also 
the different categories of subject 
matter of crimes 

Report on the events that took 
place during the George Floyd arrest 
What went wrong? 
Who was to blame? 

Sociological theories of crime- 
Create a summary on the following: 

- Marxist views of crime 
- Functionalist views on crime 
- Left and right realist views  

 
 
 

Research the self-fulfilling prophecy 
and labelling theory, how do these 
apply to Criminology and how do 
they explain criminal behaviour?  

Research-  
Research the Kray Twins 

- What did they do 
- What theories of crime can 

be applied? Think facial 
features and build  

STRETCH- why do twins become 
criminals?  
 

 

Suggested resource list: 
Webb, R. Criminology Book One AS – for the WJEC LEVEL 3 Applied Certificate and Diploma (Napier Press 2018). 

 

Wider Viewing: 
- Stonewall 

- Silence of the lambs 

- Abducted in plain sight (Netflix) 

- Making a murderer (Netflix)  


